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Redefining Growth and
Value Investing

Investors of capital in 2020 must proac vely confront
and respond to the rapid convergence of technological
innova on and disrup on, and its impact on the reliability
of historical investment tools, assump ons and lenses
employed. A recalibra on of core aspects of an eﬀec ve
investment management approach includes redefining
the essen al elements of “growth” and “value”. In
addi on, the value of future earnings and cash flow are
fundamentally impacted by interest rates and infla on
which are at the lowest levels in the investment experience
of all investors. As a result, it is likely that price earnings
ra os will establish themselves at higher levels than the
15x-16x that has been the historical average. Businesses
with superior and sustainable growth rates will deserve a
premium equity valua on. In this environment of higher
equity valua ons, knowing what to pay for a stock will
require manager skill at evalua ng both the level, and
importantly, the dura on of the growth rate.
Several decades ago, Morningstar developed investment
style boxes, bringing terms like growth and value inves ng
into the lexicon of investors. Today these labels need
recalibra ng. Take Amazon, as an example, which started
as an online book seller in 1994 but with aspira ons and
ambi ons that were much greater. Most retail sector
investments would be labeled value investments, but
Amazon is impac ng a far wider swath of industries,
having evolved into supermarkets, pharmacies,
payments, lending, as well as technology via their cloud
compu ng business, Amazon Web Services. The retail
analyst who started covering Amazon is unlikely to be well
equipped to also cover the health care and technology
aspects of the business. Tesla is covered by auto analysts,
but that lens is too narrow for a company redefining
transporta on, technology and energy, which is why we
think an evolu on in thinking and analysis is required.

Growth Inves ng
The tradi onal defini on of growth inves ng focused on
an above-market rate of growth in revenues, earnings,
or cash flow, with a corresponding trade-oﬀ of a higher
valua on. However, the pace of disrup on is so advanced
now that one’s analysis must become broader, addressing
the total-addressable-market (TAM) size, sustainability,
dura on and consistency of the growth rate, as well as
the barriers to entry of the underlying business model.
Disrup ve innova on has accelerated the paradigm in

which a franchise’s intrinsic value can be overwhelmingly
derived from intangible assets and pioneering innova on
that will ul mately drive future cash flow genera on and
growth. We are experiencing an explosive increase in
our interac on with a digital world wherein companies
create value through con nuous innova on and more
eﬃcient use of capital as opposed to addi onal capital
expenditures on physical plant and equipment.
Apple’s iPhone is just 13 years old, and it has already
permanently changed the following industries: news and
newspapers, photography, music distribu on, computers,
television, wireline communica ons, transporta on
and accommoda ons. Google and Facebook have, in
a short number of years, garnered the majority of all
online adver sing running through their pla orms. Tesla
has transformed the concept of a car and has designed
and produced a first-genera on autonomous vehicle.
As the world evolves from cash to electronic and digital
payments, Visa, Mastercard and PayPal have become
dominant global brands. Each of these businesses
address massive TAMs and have made themselves vital,
enhancing the sustainability of future cash flow growth.
The next genera on of ar ficial intelligence will bring a
new set of opportuni es, perils and with it new analy cal
tools.

Value Inves ng
The tradi onal defini on of value inves ng evolved from
Ben Graham’s seminal book, The Intelligent Investor,
which equated value to paying a “low” price for a stream
of cash flows or an asset, which provided the investor a
“margin of safety” un l the price reverted to its historic
mean valua on. Today, value inves ng’s core tenet of
a margin of safety is established by a technologically
and compe vely privileged business posi on and the
resul ng durability of its value crea on prospects rather
than metrics such as sta s cal cheapness, tangible asset
values, or financial engineering. Conversely, the disrup on
of incumbent business models and even en re industries
means that tradi onally “cheap” companies increasingly
carry the risk of ge ng cheaper as they cede their market
share and earnings. Historical frameworks that associate
value inves ng with low price-to-book and/or rely on
reversion-to-the-mean to catalyze apprecia on are too
narrow to capture the opportunity set available in this
environment. Tradi onal value opportuni es will s ll
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started a paywall and five years ago reached 500,000
digital subscribers. Today that number is 10x higher, and
the incremental margin on each addi onal subscriber is
much higher than the newsprint model.

arise as greed and fear swing markets from euphoria to
panic and industries and companies suﬀer idiosyncra c
disloca ons. However, maximizing long-term wealth
crea on may require investors to depriori ze tradi onal
“value” metrics and ensure their investment framework
captures companies with robust trajectories towards
becoming future leaders in their respec ve markets.

NextEra Energy is a u lity, but unlike many peers their
adapta on has been to embrace solar and wind farms.
NextEra recognized the future would move toward
renewable energy and that the cost curve for produc on
would come down drama cally with technological
improvements. While the last decade has been
challenging for most u lity company returns, NextEra has
nearly doubled the return of the broad market and s ll
trades at an a rac ve value of 12.6x cash flow.

The average lifespan of an S&P 500 company has declined
over the past 60 years from 50 to 17 years (Chart 1). Of
course, some of this is due to M&A ac vity, but much of
it is from bankruptcy and the expira on of old business
models. Joseph Schumpeter’s theory of “crea ve
destruc on” is alive and well. Witness what Amazon has
done to tradi onal retailers, including the likes of recent
bankruptcy filers such as: JCPenney, Sears, Neiman
Marcus, J Crew and Pier 1 Imports. The era of capitalintensive “big box” stores has been radically altered by
shopping from your couch for anything you want via
Amazon, now the most dominant brand in retail.

Evapora ng Moats Leave Stranded Assets
Eastman Kodak is a classic example of a once dominant
business that failed to recognize or embrace change.
Kodak invented digital photography but was so reliant
on the sale of photographic film they ignored the cri cal
disrup on that was occurring in their own industry – a
progression to digital, with or without them. The Apple
iPhone ushered in the era of digital photography with a
be er pla orm, leaving Kodak to a quick demise.

Chart 1: Average Lifespan of an S&P 500 Company

Blockbuster Video also failed to evolve, most notably
when chairman Jim Keyes said in December 2008 “Ne lix
is not on our radar screen in terms of compe on.”
This naïve complacency proved catastrophic as Ne lix
revolu onized the delivery of video entertainment by
transforming to digital distribu on in 2010. Blockbuster
filed for bankruptcy shortly therea er and in the ten
years since Ne lix has increased its revenues 12x to over
$20 billion in annual sales.
The concept of “Peak Oil”, coined by King Hubbert to
describe the peak of oil produc on, has also fallen
prey to technological disrup on. A mere twelve years
ago it was generally thought that the world was at,
or near, peak oil supply. Now, it is more synonymous
with a peak in oil demand as supply constraints have
been rendered moot by technology and new sources
of energy become cheaper via technological evolu on.
This raises longer term ques ons for the oil and gas
industry as to whether its exis ng assets will eventually
be stranded and rendered less valuable, if not worthless.

Source: RiskHedge.

Evolving One’s Moat
The New York Times (The Times) is a value inves ng success
story, significantly outperforming peers and the broad
market. In 2013, The Times management commissioned
a study on the future of news and the results were grim.
Subscribers were canceling newspaper subscrip ons for
web-based news and The Times, a premier brand, faced
an existen al crisis. The Times’ management recognized
they needed to embrace a digital transforma on, that
their moat had evaporated, and their barrier to entry
was not distribu on of a physical paper but rather the
pla orm agnos c content they provided. As a result, The
Times changed their compensa on scheme, forma ng,

Where We Find Value Today
Kodak and Blockbuster capture the cau onary tale of a
shrinking moat, a stranded asset and diminished value,
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are several points lower than developed economies but
with longer dura on growth trajectories.

but they also reflect on management’s lack of agility and
percep on of the future. In both of these cases and many
more, sta s cal cheapness alone was not a suﬃcient
reason to invest because the core business itself had
been rendered obsolete, which raises one of the great
risks in inves ng, the permanent impairment of capital
disguised as value.

• Cash yielding, non-equity correlated investments that
have idiosyncra c drivers of return is another area of
focus. Examples include a royalty investment producing
an annual double-digit net cash yield with an op on
for capital apprecia on upon the sale of the intellectual
property; and/or a life insurance se lement investment
where domain knowledge benefits the manager who
can source and buy policies from the highly diﬀuse
ter ary market to generate mid-teen net returns.

We are not eschewing value inves ng, rather we are
highligh ng the need for greater awareness of the
pace of change and the sustainability and dura on of a
business model. A few areas where we see compelling
opportuni es for value inves ng include:

Our conclusion is that to generate strong risk-adjusted
returns over the coming years we and our managers must
adapt. The shi ing investment landscape requires us to
recalibrate our tools, it requires agility, a new valua on
prism and it requires avoiding an quated paradigms that
have been rendered obsolete. Prac cally speaking, it
means embracing disrup on and the companies that are
crea ng it. This is how we are posi oning por olios.

• Private equity can be successful as management and
owners are incen vized to improve opera ons and
embrace change for the purposes of remaining relevant,
viable and profitable.
• Developing Asia remains an a rac ve combina on of
value and growth as equity market valua on mul ples
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